Abstract ory of concurrency; the symbol ; represents
1 Motivations sequential composition, + represents choice, 11 represents concurrency and * iteration.
We wish to re-examine the formal semantic basis for this language. Specifically, we suggest a new semantic interpretation for the language, justify it from a behavioural point of view and show that it can be finitely axiomatized. For simplicity the Kleene closure operator * is omitted. However, part of our justification involves the introduction of a new operator. In formal language terms this operator stands for the homomorphic substitution of languages for variables, whereas from the perspective of process algebras it Regular expressions augmented by a shuffle operator, 11, have been used extensively in the represents the Of an action by a process. Indeed, much of the novelty of our theory of concurrency. This language of exapproach is in the formal treatment of this tended regular expressions consists of all the words which can be constructed from set operator and the investigation of the consequences of introducing it into the language.
of generators using the symbols ;, +, 11 and as regular expressions; a generator a is in- by process q in the behaviour of process p . We can now define a standard observational
As already pointed out, this operator bears equivalence on BC using the (strong) bisimuresemblance with the formal language notion lation technique introduced by Park, [Pa81].
of language homomorphism and with the no-A relation R B C 2 is a bisimulation if it is tion of pomset homomorphism introduced in symmetric and satisfies the following clause
[Gi84], [Pr86] .
The operational behaviour of & C-processes can be defined by giving a standard opera-(p',q') E R . We will assume that beginnings and terminations of actions are distinct events which For each e E E, the next-event relation =! + can be observed. For each a E A we will use is defined as the least binary relation on S S ( a ) and F ( a ) to denote the beginning and which satisfies the axioms and rules in Figtermination of an a-action, respectively. We ure 2. Rules 1 and 2-of Figure 2 are the new will view s(a), F ( a ) as a new class of events rules which make explicit our view of proand define the operational semantics for BL cesses. They state that an atomic process in terms of next-event relations 3, 3. a may perform the beginning of the action a and enter state S(a). Moreover, when in state 
